PARENT CUE
Choose the format that works with your family:
Pick a few questions and ask casually during the week, Have a small group discussion at lunch, or Have a small group with your teen and their friends.
Take what your teens give you, don’t force it. Slowly create a culture of authentic conversation.
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BEATTITUDES

THE TEXT | Matthew 5:3-4; 2 Corinthians 7:8-10; Isaiah 53:3-5

PLAY |

THINGS THAT MAKE ME SAD | Sit in chairs in a circle. IT will stand in the middle and will complete the sentence, “one thing that makes me sad is….”. Anyone that agrees with that statement, must get up and find another seat
(they cannot return to their own seat), IT attempts to sit in a vacated seat. Whoever is left standing, begins the next
round.
Discussion Lead In: Jesus once said, “blessed are those who mourn.” What do you think He would say that?

SHARE

| Share about a time when you were sorry about something?

DISCUSS |Read Matthew 5:3-5 and discuss:






What stands out to you?
What does it reveal about God?
What does this tell us about our nature?
What do you like/dislike about this verse?
What do you need to do about
this truth this week?

COMFORTED.

AGREE OR DISAGREE

Use the above questions to discuss any of today’s Scriptures.

PRAY |
As a family, pray through Matthew 5:1-12,
asking God to create these realities in you.
God, help me be...a peacemaker, etc….

CONVICTION

VS

Talk about these definitions |

BLESSED ARE
THOSE WHO MOURN,
FOR THEY
WILL BE

CONDEMNATION

“God has not promised
to forgive one sin that
you have not promised
to forsake.”
-Alan Redpath

BLESSED = GOD’S FACE LOOKING MY WAY PLEASED
MOURN = MANIFESTED GRIEF SO SEVERE IT TAKES POSSESSION OF A PERSON & CANNOT BE HIDDEN.
COMFORT = TO COME ALONGSIDE TO COUNSEL, CONSOLE, ENCOURAGE, URGE, APPEAL OR EXHORT.
Discuss the purpose of “Godly sorrow.”
 What is it?
 How can Godly sorrow, lead to comfort?
 Have you ever experienced Godly sorrow? In what situations? Is there an area in which you are experiencing it now?

PARENT CHECK |
As a parent, there are many things that can break our hearts. What would it look like if the only things that broke our heart, were the very
things that break our Father’s heart? Godly sorrow brings about a change of heart. What parts of your life to you need to embrace Godly sorrow
to bring forth the change and comfort God desires to give you? How can you display ’Godly Sorrow’ for your kid(s).

